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Pentagon frequently engages in numerous discussions and projects relating to ‘Middle Office’ activities 
and enhancement programmes. With a client base predominantly split between investment management 
and major security/fund/asset services providers (“outsourcers”), topics are similar, but the areas of 
considerations are often differ depending on whether the views relate to in-house enhancements or the 
services being offered by outsourcers.  

Some investment management companies, with plans for strategic in-house development, see value in 
retaining middle office business processes and (to a key extent) risk and regulatory controls.  As such, 
even though they may outsource ‘back office’ operations they plan to develop their middle office 
capabilities and technical abilities, rather than considering further outsourcing options. One obvious 
challenge associated with this approach is cost and budget constraints and inevitably time to market for 
process enhancements and the solutions they adopt. However, the sense of risk and regulation controls 
along with process ownership overrules the potential benefits from outsourcing core operational 
processes in this area. 

Defining what constitutes ‘middle office’ processes verses the common definition of back office practices 
is an on-going debate, with middle office often being considered “all the rest”, when it does not fall into 
core front office and dealing activities or fund accounting, transaction process and reconciliations. 

Outsourcers are often faced with the challenge of providing and supporting ‘enhanced’ middle office 
services that must accommodate all the shapes, sizes and colours, often based on unique requirements 
of their clients. Such organisations do have the advantage of being able to enhance multiple services in 
parallel; running focused projects in tandem; supporting the variable nature of the improved services they 
are able to offer existing and new clients – blurring the line of where back office and middle office services 
divide, which is surely not a bad thing? As outsourcers constantly evolve their core service offerings, it is 
possible that middle office activities will simply transition into ‘services’ without the middle or back office 
sub-divisions, with clients simply choosing to retain processes they have either automated to a 
satisfactory extent or are considered too risk orientated to release controls to a third party. Regulatory 
changes and demands add to the challenge of what responsibilities should be retained and can also 
influence a change of heart. 

What is clear is that the services now supported by outsourcers are significantly different to those offered 
five years ago. Their coverage in transaction and event processing (across multiple instruments, 
particularly OTCs), position keeping and accounting, performance and risk analytics, reporting, transfer 
agency, prime services amongst other client services have improved significantly. Advancements in 
operational infrastructure are a key element to the enhancement of such services and the investment 
banks behind the outsourcers, also offer benefits from their geographical scope and cheaper operating 
related costs gained through economies of scale. 

A core element to keeping all these business processes afloat, regardless of who supports the operational 
activities, is efficient ‘Data Management’, which is critical, particularly when addressing the “all shapes, 
sizes and colours” challenge. As their clients evolve, the need for accurate and timely information in data 
form grows at a significant rate and the ‘internal processes and implemented solutions’ only offer half the 
service, if they cannot seamlessly deliver information and data with advanced analytics requirements to 
meet client specific needs. 

With an ever evolving financial services arena, the ability to adapt quickly to new markets and product 
launches is essential and this includes accommodating the ever challenging OTC markets and 
operational processes required to support them accurately and efficiently, with appropriate mechanisms 
for margin management, valuing, reporting true positions while supporting transparency.   

The million dollar question is “what is the best option?” Enhance processes and solutions in-house 
or outsource more ‘middle office’ functions to the outsourcers with the capacity to accommodate this. 
Clearly there are pros and cons with both options and the prioritisation of what must stay in-house is often 
a deciding factor, in addition to costs controls and operational efficiencies.  
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What is clear is that perceiving outsourcing as ”throwing operations over the fence” with no concept of 
partnership is commonly an unsatisfactory and short lived experience for all. A partnership approach is 
essential and the key to making a partnership work is for both parties to share their business challenges 
to determine how to effectively align their interests.  

For many investment management companies, the need for greater automation across business 
processes is still hot on their wish-lists; along with the need for greater risk controls and the necessity to 
comply with ever evolving regulatory demands. Pentagon’s focus on ‘middle office’ as a strategic topic of 
interest is likely to continue for some time to come; supporting clients enhancing their solutions on either 
sides of the fence.  

For more information relating to this topic and how Pentagon could support your organisation, please 
contact Carole Wiles at Cwiles@pentagonconsulting.com.  
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